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VISITING

HOURS

- Tuesdays through Fridays, 10am to 5pm
- Saturdays, 1pm to 5pm

LOCATION

The Jacob Lawrence Gallery is located on the first floor of the Art Building in room 132. It can be seen from Stevens Way, the main road on campus.

GETTING HERE

The UW provides driving directions to campus and parking information. They also have links for the various modes of public transportation, and a map showing the location of bike racks.

Note: except for special events such as football games and commencement, campus parking is free on Saturday afternoons when the Gallery is open.

PRESS

- Curating the Future, University of Washington
- Jacob Lawrence and the Art of Radical Imagination, Crosscut
- Emily Zimmerman: Keeping the Care in Curation at the Jake, Vanguard Seattle

SUPPORT

Your gift helps the Gallery continue and expand its work. Any amount is welcome. Donate now through the UW Foundation.

LIBRARY

The Jacob Lawrence Research Library is based on a collection donated by Seattle curator and cultural entrepreneur Robin Held.

PEOPLE

DIRECTOR

- Emily Zimmerman

ASSISTANT CURATORS

- Juan Franco

GALLERY LEAD

- Serena Lantz

GRAPHIC DESIGN
WIKIPEDIA FELLOW

- Juan Franco

CURATORIAL INTERNS

- Elizabeth Calvillo
- Annie Chen
- Kiki He
- Ying Jiang
- Yewon Lee
- Jovita Mercado
- Caitlyn Sullivan
- Jake Waits
- Tess Wood